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Arrested in Spain an English implicated in the kidnapping and murder of a fellow
The body was found in the province

Madrid, 21.04.2015, 12:38 Time

USPA NEWS - The Guardia Civil, in Operation BRENNAN II, developed jointly with agents of the National Crime Agency (NCA) of
UK, have stopped in the Spanish town of JÃ¡vea (Alicante) Paul Graham Monk, 54 years old and British nationality, allegedly involved
in the kidnapping and murder of Francis Brennan.

The body of Brennan was found wrapped in plastic in the month of March 2014 on the beach 'Zenia' of Orihuela-Coast(Alicante). After
the abduction and subsequent appearance of the body, the Guardia Civil had contact with the NCA, which reported that the possible
mastermind of the murder could be from Paul Scott, who was recognized and arrested in December 2014 at a private airport in United
Kingdom. Citizen cooperation is then asked to identify the three people on January 24, 2014, in a central street in Javea (Alicante)
kidnapped the person who was later murdered. 

After analyzing dozens of calls providing information to your practiced facilitated collaboration and other investigations, officers
detected the presence in JÃ¡vea of “‹“‹an Englishman named Paul Graham Monk that might be involved in the matter under
investigation. Information exchanged between the Guardia Civil and NCA, it was learned that this person currently resident in the
Alicante town, maintained a close relationship with Paul Scott, also involved the same contained in the broadcast on the UK list of the
ten that country's most wanted persons.

After setting on the home of Paul Graham Monk (villa located in the outskirts of Javea) an operational surveillance for several months,
it was found how, from the appearance of his name and photograph on the list of the most wanted, as a security measure not be
stopped at any time out of the house, taking care of other people bring food or other goods to the villa where he was hiding, living a life
of authentic fugitive.

After verifying his identity, agents of the Central Operational Unit of the Guardia Civil in Group Homicide and equipment of Fleds of
Justice, Guardia Civil of Alicante, Task Forces and members of the Body of English NCA moved to Spain to operating, agreed to the
house where he was arrested. In the search conducted 125,000 euros in cash, a model gun with silencer, diverse Slovenian forged
documents and others are involved.

'Operation Capture' is a campaign promoted by Crimestoppers, the National Crime Agency in the UK (NCA), Ministry of Interior
Spanish and British Embassy in Madrid, where the Civil Guard participates to identify fugitive offenders British Justice and involved in
crimes of rape, sexual minors and drug trafficking, for which there are suspicions that might be in Spain aggression.
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